Abstract -To effectively utilize the storage capacity, digital image compression has been applied to numerous science and engineering problems. There are two fundamental image compression techniques, either lossless or lossy. The former employs probabilistic models for lossless storage on a basis of statistical redundancy occurred in digital images. However, it has limitation in the compression ratio and bit per pixel ratio. Hence, the latter has also been widely implemented to further improve the storage capacities, covering various fundamental digital image processing approaches. It has been well documented that most lossy compression schemes will provide perfect visual perception under an exceptional compression ratio, among which discrete wavelet transform, discrete Fourier transform and some statistical optimization compression schemes (e.g., principal component analysis and independent component analysis) are the dominant approaches. It is necessary to evaluate these compression and reconstruction schemes objectively in addition to the visual appealing. Using a well defined set of the quantitative metrics from Information Theory, a comparative study on several typical digital image compression and reconstruction schemes will be conducted in this research.
I. INTRODUCTION
The objectives of digital image compression schemes are to minimize the image size so as to speed up data transmission and reduce the memory requirement, while to retain the image quality at an acceptable level. Lossless compression leads to an exact replica of the source image when being decompressed. By contrast, lossy compression can also be introduced to save more storage space with a trade-off of sacrificing finer information. In general, digital images have certain statistical properties that are exploited by encoders, thus the compression result is always less than optimal. With a little tolerable mismatch between the compressed and source images, an approximation is made adequately.
Applications of digital image compression involve a wide variety of methodologies and techniques, many of whom have appeared in literatures [1] [2] [3] [4] .
Context-based modeling is of great importance for high-performance lossless data compression. Partial approximate matching is used to reduce the modeling costs and enhance compression efficiency based on previous context modeling. It has competitive lossless compression performance [10] . Huber regression is applied to robust fractal image compression design, which is insensitive against noises and outliers in the corrupted source images. To reduce the high computational costs, particle swarm optimization is utilized to minimize searching time. Encoding time is effectively reduced while the quality of retrieved images is preserved [11] . Adaptive coding techniques are used to exploit the spatial energy compaction property of discrete wavelet transform. Two crucial issues are the flexibility level and coding efficiency. Spherical coder is an adaptive framework using local energy as a direct measure to differentiate wavelet subbands and allocate the bit rates. The scheme is nonredundant with the competitive peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) [12] . An adaptive one-hidden-layer feedforward neural network is applied to image compression. Training, generalization capabilities and quantization effects of this adaptive network are improved with promising results [13] . A new encoding algorithm is proposed for matching pursuit image coding. Coding performance is improved when correlations are used in encoding. Optimization is reached upon tradeoff among the efficient atom position coding, atom coefficient coding and optimize encoder parameters. The proposed algorithm outperforms existing coding algorithms for matching image coding. The algorithm also provides better rate distortion performance than JPEG 2000 at low bit rates [14] . A practical uniform down-sampling is proposed in image space, making the sampling adaptive by spatially varying, directional lowpass prefiltering. The decoder decompresses the lowresolution image and then upconverts it to the original resolution in the constrained least squares restoration process, using a 2D piecewise autoregressive model and directional low-pass prefiltering. It achieves superior visual quality and also outperforms JPEG2000 in PSNR measure at the low and medium bit rates [15] . A multidimensional multiscale parser is used for universal lossy compression of images and videos. It is based on multiscale pattern matching and block encoding of an input signal. The pattern is updated using encoded blocks. It presents a flexible probability model using smoothness constraints. It improves both smooth images and less smooth ones [16] . The 2D oriented wavelet transform is used for image compression, where two separable 1D transforms are implemented with direction consistency. Interpolation rules are designed to generate rectangular subbands and direction mismatch is adjusted. The proposed compression scheme outperforms the JPEG2000 for remote sensing images with high resolution. It is suitable for real time processing at a low cost [17] . To reduce coding distortions at borders, symmetric extension filter bank is applied to wavelet packet coding. It provides a framework to accommodate FIR and IIR filters with potential perfect reconstruction. The IIR filters with both the rational and irrational transfer functions are implemented, giving rise to perfect stopband suppression [18] . Linear convolution neural network has been used to seek optimal wavelet kernel that minimizes errors and maximizes image compression efficiency. Daubechies wavelet transform can produce the highest compression efficiency and smallest meansquare-error for most patterns. Haar wavelet produces solid results on sharp edges and low noise smooth areas. It provides robust fractal image compression [19] . A supervised classification scheme is also proposed for hyperspectral imagery, consisting of the greedy modular eigenspace and positive Boolean function. The greedy modular eigenspace is implemented as a feature extractor to generate the feature eigenspace for all material classes present in hyperspectral data to reduce dimensionality. The positive Boolean function is a stack filter for supervised training. It uses the minimum classification error as the criterion to improve the classification performance. The feature extractor serves as a nonlinear PBF-based multiclass classifier for classification preprocessing. It increases the accuracy for hyperspectral imagery [20] . Principal component analysis (PCA) is a multivariate statistical method for image compression. It is sensitive to the outliers and missing data, so fuzzy statistics is introduced into the classical PCA methods. The surface characteristics are differentiated sufficiently and feature recognition accuracy is improved greatly [21] . At the same time, several optimization based approaches such as PCA, nonlinear component analysis (NCA) and independent component analysis (ICA) have been applied to research fields of image processing and pattern recognition [22] [23] .
No doubt that each scheme has its own benefit for image compression. However, it is impractical to claim any to be the most powerful one as some conflicting results occur in different cases. Tradeoffs also need to be made frequently among the compression ratios and reconstruction qualities as well as computational costs. In fact, there are at least three dominating compression approaches for digital image, such as prevalent discrete wavelet transform, discrete Fourier transform and optimal statistical schemes. In order to further access the merits and drawbacks of these approaches, quantitative metrics are introduced to measure qualities of image compression based on these major approaches [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
II. SCHEMES FOR IMAGE COMPRESSION
Three digital image compression and reconstruction schemes will be analyzed in this section.
A. Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT)
2D discrete wavelet transform uses a set of basis functions for image decomposition. In a two dimensional case, one scaling function φ(x, y) and three wavelet functions ψ H (x, y), ψ V (x, y) and ψ D (x, y) are employed. Each scaling function or wavelet function is the product of the basis wavelet functions. Four products produce the scaling function (1) and separable directional sensitive wavelet functions (2)-(4), resulting in a structure of quaternary tree. The simple Haar Transform has been used to determine the scaling and wavelet functions.
These wavelets measure variations for images along three directions, where ψ H (x, y) corresponds variations along columns (horizontal), ψ V (x, y) corresponds to variations along rows (vertical) and ψ D (x, y) corresponds to variations along diagonals (diagonal). The scaled and translated basis functions are defined by:
where index i identifies the directional wavelets of H, V, and D. The discrete wavelet transform of function f(x, y) of size M by N is formulated as:
where i={H, V, D}, j 0 is the initial scale, the w j (j 0 , m, n) coefficients define the approximation of f(x, y), w i ψ (j, m, n) coefficients represent the horizontal, vertical and diagonal details for scales j>= j 0 . Here j 0 =0 and select N + M = 2 J so that j=0, 1, 2,…, J-1 and m, n = 0, 1, 2, …, 2 j -1. Then f(x, y) is retrieved via the inverse discrete wavelet transform. 2D wavelet compression is introduced, where discrete wavelet transform is implemented as the N level decomposition. At each level N, outputs of wavelet decomposition include: the approximation, horizontal, vertical and diagonal details, at a quarter size of the source image, followed by downsampling by a factor of two. The approximation will be further decomposed until level N is reached while detail components are held. The approximation components will be retained for image reconstruction. The level-dependent soft thresholding is then selected and applied to detail coefficients using a shrinkage function at each level. It produces level and orientation dependent thresholds. The reconstruction is an inverse transform. At each level back from N to 1, the approximation and updated detail coefficients will both be applied for wavelet image reconstruction. Discrete wavelet compression is suitable for transient signals. On the other hand, Fourier transform is suitable for smooth and periodic signals
B. Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)
2D discrete Fourier transform acts as another simple conventional scheme for digital image compression. DFT operates on a function at a finite number of discrete data points. The formulation is less complex compared with DWT. Using DFT, an image in the spatial domain is transformed into a function in the frequency domain, which can be separated into the real and imaginary components. DFT returns the value of Fourier transform for a set of values in frequency domain which are equally spaced. 2D DFT of f(x,y) in the spatial domain to F(u, v) in the frequency domain is shown in (9) , where M samples can be obtained at values of x from 0 to M-1 and N samples can be obtained at values of y from 0 to N-1.
Now DFT decomposes a digital image into its real and imaginary components to represent image information in the frequency domain. Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and Discrete Sine Transform (DST) are both special cases of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT). In the spatial domain, DFT operates on both cosine and sine functions at a finite number of discrete data, while DCT and DST solely uses cosine (even) function and sine (odd) function, respectively. The number of frequencies in the frequency domain is equivalent to the number of pixels in the spatial domain. In the frequency domain, DCT contains solely real parts while DST contains solely imaginary parts of the DFT complex exponentials. DFT is applied in context. Image compression via Fourier transform requires zero padding of input data. Inverse DFT can also be implemented for reconstruction.
DFT is used to reduce computation cost via separating the total data points into multiple sets, where image compression is conducted via zero padding of input data. The compression ratio depends on the percentage of real and imaginary components that is actually substituted by zero using zero padding. To reconstruct the image in the spatial domain after compression, it can be retrieved from the frequency domain back to the spatial domain using inverse Fourier transform, as shown in (10) .
Both DWT and DFT techniques can be successfully applied to reduce the amount of memory needed to represent a digital image. The relatively smaller amount of information is efficiently used to represent the true image via DWT or DFT image compression. By and large, DFT is more appropriate for smooth images and DWT is more appropriate for images with high frequency components.
C. 2D Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
Statistical optimization is a unique approach in digital image compression. A digital image can be sorted into smaller ones and then compressed by projecting a set of input block matrices onto a reduced number of vectors (principal components) being estimated. The image matrix (e.g., M×N) is thus divided into a set of small blocks of the same small size (e.g., m×n matrices), giving rise to a block set. Each block is simply substituted by a single column vector of the length m*n in order, which acts as one input vector. Upon image compression, all single input vectors are projected onto a reduced number of the vectors estimated from the input vectors by the generalized Hebbian algorithm, where the principal components can be determined based on the vectors using one layer linear neural network. The estimated components are the final weight vectors of the neural networks.
This approximation is optimal in a least square sense. The most significant component has the highest accuracy and remaining ones have the decreasing accuracy. Using a single layer neural network with linear neurons, the generalized Hebbian algorithm illustrates a feedforward neural network for unsupervised learning. Its learning rule is formulated as:
where η is the learning rate; w ij is the synaptic weighting function between ith input and jth output neurons; both x and y are input vectors and output activation vectors, respectively. It has a normalization effect with the presence of the current vector in the projection subtraction. The actual number of neurons represents the final number of principal components, which also determines the compression ratio and the bit per pixel. A smaller number will enhance the compression ratio and the storage capacity. Several significant eigenvectors can be obtained using this learning algorithm. It converges on the eigenvalue decomposition with a probability of one.
To retrieve the digital image after data compression, the input vectors are obtained in terms of the chosen principal components at the reduced number. After reversing the single matrix blocks in order and then reconstructing multiple image blocks, the decompressed image is obtained. At the same time, the image size is reduced at a certain compression ratio, which will gain the storage capacity.
D. Visual Comparisons of Three Compression Schemes
The visual effects in terms of three dominant image compression schemes are analyzed in this section from a qualitative perspective. All three selected schemes have provided solid image compression without degradation of the image quality. Three archetypal gray level images are chosen as shown in Figs. 1-3 . The first one is the picture of the Great Pyramid and Sphinx in Egypt, the second one is the picture of the National Capitol Columns in USA, and the third one is the picture of Great Goose Pagoda in China, symbolizing the integration of ancient and modern civilization in human history. Discrete wavelet transform, discrete Fourier transform and the optimal principal component analysis have been applied to compress and reconstruct the images. For each of three cases, no remarkable distinction is shown when the source and reconstruction images using three schemes are compared. As a result, the objective evaluation should be conducted instead to make further comparisons.
III. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
Digital images with M×N pixels have been considered. Occurrence of the gray level is shown as a co-occurrence matrix of relative frequencies. Occurrence probability functions are then estimated from the histogram.
A. Discrete Entropy
The discrete entropy is a measure of the information content, which can be interpreted as the average uncertainty of the information source. The discrete entropy is the summation of products of the probability of the outcome multiplied by the logarithm of the inverse of probability of the outcome, taking into considerations of all possible outcomes {1, 2, …, n} as the gray level in the event {x 1 , x 2 , …, x n }, where p(i) represents the probability at the level i, which contains all the histogram counts. It is shown in (12) .
B. Discrete Energy
The discrete energy measure indicates how the gray level elements are distributed. Its formulation is shown in (13) , where E(x) represents the discrete energy with 256 bins and p(i) refers to the probability distribution function at different gray level, which contains the histogram counts. For any constant value of the gray level, the energy measure reaches its maximum value of one. The larger energy corresponds to lower gray level number and the smaller one corresponds to higher gray level number.
C. Contrast
Contrast is the amount of the gray level (or true color) difference in the visual properties which shows the difference between one object and another or background within the same field of view. The high contrast level and low contrast level will display distinguishable degree of variations in gray level (or true color) visual perception. Highlights and shadows will depict intense differences of density in image tones for high contrast images, but depict mild differences of density in image tones for low contrast images. In the context, root mean square (RMS) contrast is used as another quantitative metric. It is defined as the standard deviation of the pixel intensities, which is not dependent on the actual spatial distribution of the image contrast. 
D. Correlation
Correlation is a standard measure of the image contrast to analyze the linear dependency of the gray levels of neighboring pixels. It indicates the amount of local variations across a gray level image. The higher the contrast is, the sharper the structural variation is. This measure is formulated as:
∑∑ ∑∑
where i and j are the coordinates of the co-occurrence matrix; M and N represent total numbers of pixels in the row and column of the digital image; g(i, j) is the element in the co-occurrence matrix at coordinates i and j. µ i and σ i are the horizontal mean and variance and µ j and σ j are the vertical mean and variance. σ is a metric of the gray tone variance.
E. Dissimilarity
Dissimilarity between two gray level images is expressed as the distance between two sets of cooccurrence matrix representations. It is formulated on a basis of local distance representation as shown in (16) .
where g(i, j) is an element in the co-occurrence matrix at the coordinates i and j; M and N represent total numbers of pixels in the row and column of the digital image.
F. Homogeneity
This measure acts as a direct measure of the local homogeneity of a gray level image, which relates inversely to the image contrast. The higher values of homogeneity measures indicate less structural variations and the lower values indicate more structural variations. A larger value is corresponding to a higher homogeneity while a smaller value is corresponding to a lower homogeneity. It is formulated as (17) .
G. Mutual Information
Another metric of the mutual information I(X; Y) can be applied as well, which is to describe how much information one variable tells about the other variable. The relationship is formulated as (18) .
where H(X) and H(X|Y) are the values of the discrete entropy and conditional entropy; p XY is the joint probability density function; p X and p Y are the marginal probability density functions. It can be explained as the information that Y can tell about X is the reduction in uncertainty of X due to the existence of Y. It can also be regarded as the relative entropy between the joint distribution and product distribution.
IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
Using the quantitative metrics defined above, a comparative study on the mismatch between the source and reconstructed images is made, using three schemes of discrete wavelet transform, discrete Fourier transform and optimal principal component analysis. The detail results are plotted in Fig. 4 . Graphically for all three selected pictures of the Pyramid, the Columns and the Pagoda, it is hard to tell exactly whether or not one scheme is superior to another, since only very little difference on each quantitative metric can be observed. The reason is that three schemes of DFT, DWT and PCA are all fairly effective in digital image compression and reconstruction. Thus, the retrieval images just depict little difference away from the source images. Table 1 . For all three cases, the source image contains the greater amount of discrete entropy, contrast and dissimilarity than the three retrieved images, but the smaller amount of the discrete energy, correlation and homogeneity than the three retrieved images. Because there is an information loss occurred across image compression and reconstruction process, less information content has been covered, which gives rise to the smaller discrete entropy. The discrete energy levels differ insignificantly due to magnitudes of the discrete energy levels themselves, however, it can still be observed that the source images contain more information from the smallest discrete energy values. The source image has the higher contrast and dissimilarity than three reconstructed images, which means more color distributions and tone differences between elements. At the same time, it is also associated with the bigger distance of dissimilarity. On the other hand, actual outcomes of correlation and homogeneity show that three reconstructed images depict less amount of the structural variations than the source image.
Regarding three approaches, the outcome from the PCA optimal scheme shows better match to the source image than those from two other schemes of DFT and DWT, in terms of all six metrics defined above. The greater discrete entropy and smaller discrete energy indicate that the reconstructed images via PCA represent more intrinsic information and better information match than reconstructed images via DFT and DWT. Relatively higher contrast and dissimilarity are corresponding to more color distributions and tone differences via PCA. Relatively lower correlation and homogeneity are corresponding to more structural variations via PCA. Moreover, mutual information between the source image and PCA reconstructed image is less than those from two other cases of DFT and DWT, thus less extra information can be discovered from one to the other. It also means that less mismatch occurs between the source and reconstructed images via PCA than two other cases via DFT and DWT. These data also imply that the optimal PCA scheme can produce the better compression result and show more intrinsic information.
Between the DWT and DFT approaches, data for all information metrics are quite similar. It is tough to make conclusions where information is even conflicting. It shows that the impact of the DWT and DFT compression schemes vary case by case. No distinctive conclusion can be achieved between the DWT and DFT. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
Image compression focuses on reducing the number of the bits needed for image representation and storing information with suitable quality. It aims to use as little as possible the size of an image file for data storage. Taking into account the issues on potential compression ratios and bit per pixel ratios, lossy compression schemes are investigated rather than the lossless ones, where discrete wavelet transform, discrete Fourier transform and optimal principal component analysis have all been employed to decompose, compress, and reconstruct typical grayscale images which symbolize ancient and modern civilization. From visual appealing, all three schemes will generate very similar results to source images. It is hard to differentiate merits and drawbacks of diverse approaches. To objectively measure the impact of image compression and reconstruction using three schemes, the information metrics of discrete entropy, discrete energy, contrast, correlation, dissimilarity and homogeneity as well as mutual information have been introduced to evaluate various approaches. It is then concluded that that the optimal PCA scheme can produce relatively better results in digital image compression and reconstruction than two other schemes. 
